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Applications cannot be validated until all the necessary documentation has been submitted and the required fee has been paid.

Thank you for completing this application form:

ONLINE REFERENCE 100600839-002

The online reference is the unique reference for your online form only. The  Planning Authority will allocate an Application Number when
your form is validated. Please quote this reference if you need to contact the planning Authority about this application.

Applicant or Agent Details
Are you an applicant or an agent? * (An agent is an architect, consultant or someone else acting

on behalf of the applicant in connection with this application)  Applicant  Agent

Applicant Details
Please enter Applicant details

Title: You must enter a Building Name or Number, or both: *

Other Title: Building Name:

First Name: * Building Number:

Address 1
Last Name: * (Street): *

Company/Organisation Address 2:

Telephone Number: * Town/City: *

Extension Number: Country: *

Mobile Number: Postcode: *

Fax Number:

Email Address: *

Mr

Hugh

Newsam 30, Martingale Close

30

CB4 3TA

United Kingdom

Cambridge











Additional Notes for Planning review
Hugh Newsam 21st July 2023

I request a review of my application to continue as a short term let property for the following
reasons.

1. The recent decision that parts of the licensing changes in Scotland are unlawful. In particular the
presumption against use of whole flats as STLs with shared front doors and the need to carpet halls. I
have already had to pay for my lovely slate hallway to be covered at a cost of £300.

2. My property contributes at least £40,000 from visitors alone to the economy of Scotland and
provides, especially families, with low cost accommodation all year round. Please below for further
details

3. My wife and I bought the property for our retirement in 4 years time. We intend to live there for
3-4 months a year from mid 2027. Again, see below for more details

4. The building does not have a factor but the residence group work well together and the only
complaints about noise have come in the past from one flat that was long term rented to students.

5. I have 12 bookings October - June 2024. This will increase after the Fringe. I have one lady who has
stayed in my flat every Fringe since 2017. It seems very sad that if my planning and licence are turned
down I will have to cancel these bookings, along with many other 1000’s of bookings from other STL
owners.

Further Additional Notes

While My wife and I currently live in Cambridge, England we regard 112a/8 West Bow as our home in
Scotland. Both our children live in Scotland, one in Edinburgh having graduated from Heriot Watt
University and our other entering his final year at the University of Glasgow. Both are committed to
staying in Scotland. My family have strong connections to Edinburgh as my father was at school there
and also went to Heriot Watt. My grandfather was a civil engineer based living in Portobello

As I am not office based I often go up to see my kids and also have repairs performed or get items
updated. My family and I typically stay for about a total of about 6 weeks each year. As noted
elsewhere we hope to retire in 4 years and we intend to be in Edinburgh 3-4 months a year. Our
current occupancy rate is high. The most recent period, July 2022-July 2023 our flat will have been
occupied by paying guests for 241 nights. The flat is available when we are not staying there days a
year at the following rates.

£105 a day, £650 a week, £380 minimum (negotiable)

High Season (1st August - 3rd September and 28th December -3rd January)

£180 a day, £1150 a week, £720 minimum (negotiable)

You won’t find many single/double rooms available in the city centre for these prices. Then you will
need to double the cost for a family with older children or more than 2 adults. In my flat our guests
get a 2 bedroom suite for the price of a room. We have a had nurses and academics staying in our
flat for extended periods since we bought the place in Jan 2017.



At the new Virgin hotel that was built at the back of us a 2 bedroom suite is £1000-£2000 a night
depending on time of year. How many groups / families will no longer visit Edinburgh because they
simply won’t be able to afford it? This will have an impact on tourism employment.

Moreover, as a supporter of the Edinburgh Fringe I want families to visit and not be charged the
earth. We have taken our children multiple times to the Fringe and I am sure its one of the reasons
why they both fell in love with Scotland. When our debt from buying the flat is paid off in 4 years,
when we retire, my plan was to offer it at a highly discounted rate to new performers at the Fringe.
As a part time magician and secretary of the Cambridge Pentacle Club many of my pals perform at
the Fringe and I know how tough it can be to afford it. When I retire, I intend to perform my magic
show as part of the free fringe, living in my flat for the month of August with other artists. Sadly, all
of these ideas are now at risk.

It’s worth pointing out that we don’t make much money after tax from the flat. It wasn’t bought as a
high margin money making scheme, we wanted a home in Scotland but leaving it empty when others
could use it when we were not there just seemed wrong. Each booking comes with a £78 cleaning
and admin fee from my agent who also takes 25% of the booking fee. My monthly utility and
insurance costs of £400-500 plus we put aside money for repairs. During the winter the water and
electric bill can hit nearly £500.

Moreover, one of the reasons for my planning refusal was national policy framework Policy 30(e). I
firmly believe that my flat makes a very large contribution to the local economy. I employ an agency
to look after the guests in my flat, a cleaning company as mentioned above at a cost of £78 per guest
rent. When I visit the fringe, my budget is £1500 for a week to spend. I suspect that those who stay in
my flat spend similar if not more. As notes before July 23 – July 24 my flat has been occupied by
paying guests for 241 nights. I suspect that will be an additional contribution to the local economy of
at least £40,000. In addition to that I employ locally various electricians, plumbers and other trades
people to look after the flat.

So, I hope you can see that we regard this property as our home. As mentioned, we aim to retire in 4
years and spend much more time living in Edniburgh because we love the place plus to be near our
children who are both committed to living in Scotland, the eldest living in Leith as a civil engineer, the
other in Glasgow studying Economics. It seems such a waste for the flat to not be used when we are
not there. While I support much of the rental rules in Scotland it does seem daft that folks like us
who want to stay over 100 days a year in Edinburgh are forced to either stay in a hotel (no chance,
far too expensive) or leave our property empty as if we to rent it out we can only stay there in
between rental period which could be for completely variable period of times.

Its far more sensible that we are granted our STL planning application and the subsequent licence. I
do hope you take all this into consideration.

Please note that I have not been able to attach the Report of Handling as the Council systems were
being upgraded
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Business Centre G.2 Waverley Court 4 East Market Street Edinburgh EH8 8BG  Email: planning.support@edinburgh.gov.uk

Applications cannot be validated until all the necessary documentation has been submitted and the required fee has been paid.

Thank you for completing this application form:

ONLINE REFERENCE 100600839-001

The online reference is the unique reference for your online form only. The  Planning Authority will allocate an Application Number when
your form is validated. Please quote this reference if you need to contact the planning Authority about this application.

Type of Application
What is this application for? Please select one of the following: *

 Application for planning permission (including changes of use and surface  mineral working).

 Application for planning permission in principle.

 Further application, (including renewal of planning permission, modification, variation or removal of a planning condition etc)

 Application for Approval of Matters specified in conditions.

Description of Proposal
Please describe the proposal including any change of use: *  (Max 500 characters)

Is this a temporary permission? *  Yes  No

If a change of use is to be included in the proposal has it already taken place?  Yes  No

(Answer ‘No’ if there is no change of use.) *

Has the work already been started and/or completed? *

 No  Yes – Started  Yes - Completed

Please state date of completion, or if not completed, the start date (dd/mm/yyyy): *

Please explain why work has taken place in advance of making this application: *  (Max 500 characters)

Applicant or Agent Details
Are you an applicant or an agent? * (An agent is an architect, consultant or someone else acting

on behalf of the applicant in connection with this application)  Applicant  Agent

Change of use of flat to short term holiday let or a flat

We started holiday letting the property before the control area came into force.

27/03/2017



















NOTES

1. If the applicant is aggrieved by the decision to refuse permission for or approval
required by a condition in respect of the proposed development, or to grant permission
or approval subject to conditions, the applicant may require the planning authority to
review the case under section 43A of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act
1997 within three months beginning with the date of this notice. The Notice of Review
can be made online at www.eplanning.scot or forms can be downloaded from that
website.  Paper forms should be addressed to the City of Edinburgh Planning Local
Review Body, G.2, Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street, Edinburgh, EH8 8BG.  For
enquiries about the Local Review Body, please email
localreviewbody@edinburgh.gov.uk.

2. If permission to develop land is refused or granted subject to conditions and the
owner of the land claims that the land has become incapable of reasonably beneficial
use in its existing state and cannot be rendered capable of reasonably beneficial use
by carrying out of any development which has been or would be permitted, the owner
of the land may serve on the planning authority a purchase notice requiring the
purchase of the owner of the land's interest in the land accordance with Part 5 of the
Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997.
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Location Plan for 3F3 112/8a West Bow, EH1 2HH
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This Plan includes the following Licensed Data: OS MasterMap Colour PDF
Location Plan by the Ordnance Survey National Geographic Database and
incorporating surveyed revision available at the date of production.
Reproduction in whole or in part is prohibited without the prior permission of
Ordnance Survey. The representation of a road, track or path is no evidence of
a right of way. The representation of features, as lines is no evidence of a
property boundary. © Crown copyright and database rights, 2022. Ordnance
Survey 0100031673

Prepared by: Hugh Newsam, 28-09-2022
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